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Abstract
Geometry textures are a novel geometric representation for surfaces based on height maps. The visualization is
done through a GPU ray casting algorithm applied to the whole object. At rendering time, the fine-scale details
(mesostructures) are reconstructed preserving original quality. Visualizing surfaces with geometry textures allows
a natural LOD behavior. There are numerous applications that can benefit from the use of geometry textures. In this
paper, besides a mesostructure visualization survey, we present geometry textures with three possible applications:
rendering of solid models, geological surfaces visualization and surface smoothing.

1. Introduction
A set of geometry textures can be used to represent complex surfaces as an alternative for triangle mesh representation [dTWL07]. The goal is to interactively display finely
tessellated geometric models. Geometry texture visualization is implemented on the GPU and the main rendering effort is on the pixel pipeline. Transferring the workload to
the pixel pipeline brings the benefit of a natural LOD, since
rendering time is proportional to the number of rendered pixels. Therefore, when a complex object is far away from the
viewer, less computation must be done.
The main idea in our technique is to reconstruct the finescale geometric details over a simple proxy of the original
model. Fine-scale geometric details are known in the literature as mesostructures. Mesostructures are commonly simulated as a pattern in visualization systems. In a different situation, we want to reconstruct the complete object. In our
case, the mesostructure changes along the object surface,
and memory becomes an issue. For this reason we are interested in height maps, which are a compact way to represent surfaces. The input of our rendering technique is a set of
height maps generated from the original model to represent
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the real geometry information. We directly use the maps during rendering, executing a ray-casting algorithm on the GPU.
In our approach, the geometry is passed to the GPU as a texture (the geometry texture), which is used by the fragment
shader. Geometric details are reconstructed with the correct
shading, self-occlusion and silhouette.
There are many applications that can benefit from visualization with intrinsic LOD behavior. We have investigated
two of them: complex solid objects rendering and geological
surfaces visualization. In the first one, models are partitioned
to produce several geometry textures. On the second application, we are able to visualize a set of geological horizons,
each one rendered as a geometry texture. Finally, we also research a third application that make use of image operations
on geometry textures to smooth detailed surfaces.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows:
• Section 2 classifies major work on mesostructure visualization according to how the techniques represent
mesostructures. We conclude by demonstrating the reason
for choosing height maps as our mesostructure representation.
• In Section 3, we discuss previous work that also use a set
of height maps to represent and render solid models.
• The basic rendering algorithm for geometry textures is explained in Section 4.
• Section 5 presents how to convert complex solid models
into our geometry-texture representation.
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• Then, Section 6 describes three possible applications for
our technique.
• Finally, in Section 7, we draw some conclusions and discuss different future work.

2. Mesostructure
The appearance of an object is a result of the microstructure in its surface. A complete model that takes into account
the microstructure and all the physical events occurring in
this scale would be impractical and far from interactive rates.
For this reason a lot of effort was dedicated in representing
the appearance in a mesoscale level, between the micro and
macro scales. The surface structure we need to represent in
this level is named mesostructure.
When touching an object, one can feel its texture. Actually, textures give both tactile and visual information in such
a way that we can imagine the sensation of touch by just
looking at an object. The texture is a result of the object
mesostructure and it can be simulated in several ways in visualization systems. Its simplest representation is the color
map, which is a simple 2D image applied over a virtual object [Cat74,BN76]. Blinn extended texture mapping with the
bump mapping technique [Bli78], which gives visual effects
of bumps and depressions by disturbing surface normals according to a bump map.
More complex mesostructure representations store mesoinformation in other formats: height maps, volume data,
shading functions and polygonal meshes (see Figure 1). We
describe some major work in the following sections.

2.1. Height-map mesostructure
The first technique that used a height map to represent and
render mesostructures was displacement mapping [Coo84].
It subdivides the macro geometry into a large number of
small polygons whose vertices are displaced in the normal
direction according to the associated displacement map. Its
drawback is the excessive number of generated polygons.
To avoid extra polygons, the VDM method (Viewdependent Displacement Mapping [WWT∗ 03]) adopts the
idea of previously sampling mesostructure appearance under various lighting and view directions. In preprocessing, a
height map is taken as input and synthesizes a set of VDM
images for different view directions and different curvatures,
recording the VDM data as a 5D function. Although resulting in good quality, this method transforms a 16KB map into
a 64MB volume of data, which prevents its application for
our purpose, since we use hundreds of maps.
Policarpo et al. [POC05] use height maps to interactive
mesostructure visualization. Their method is the most similar to ours, using GPU ray casting. However, they do not
devote attention to complex and highly-tessellated surfaces.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(d)

(f)
Figure 1: Different representations for mesostructures:
(a) color maps, (b) normal maps, (c) height maps, (d)
volumetric mesostructure [CTW∗ 04], (e) polygonal mesh
[ZHW∗ 06], and (f) shading function (picture from Columbia
University website).

Hirche et al. work [HEGD04] is also centered in a heightmap ray-casting per-pixel implementation. However, they
extrude some prisms from the base mesh (their macrogeometry), and the ray casting is done by using the prism
walls, quadrupling the number of faces, which is unnecessary in our method.
2.2. Volumetric mesostructure
The use of volumetric mesostructure brings a more flexible
way to represent details. The mesostructures found in real
world are better approximated by volumes, which have no
overlapping restriction. Another advantage is the possibility
to add opacity per-voxel information, which can be used for
simulating more complex lighting phenomena as refraction
and subsurface scattering.
Most of the rendering applications use prism extrusion
from the base mesh to create a 3D parameterized space. This
can lead to self-intersections near concave features, which is
solved by some methods [PKZ04, PBFJ05].
In Lensch et al. work [LDS02] volumetric textures are applied over arbitrary macro-geometry mesh. They use back
to front slicing technique, drawing the polygons inside each
prism formed by the intersection of the orthogonal viewing
slices. To produce a fast intersection computation, they have
created a structure based on normal edge classification. So,
c The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing 2008.
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the slices are rapidly computed. They have created 3 different implementations: in software, in hardware, and a hybrid
one, which is the fastest.
Wang et al. work [WTL∗ 04] is a generalization of VDM
that accepts volume mesostructure definition. Their main
structure, named GDM (Generalized Displacement Maps),
is also a five-dimensional function accessed in real-time, but
as opposed to VDM they use prisms, computing the ray exit
point and evaluating the intersection in each prism domain.
In Shell Texture Function (STF [CTW∗ 04]), Chen et al.
compute subsurface scattering, using photon tracing in preprocessing and ray tracing for final visualization, but the rendering are not interactive (images are generated in about 100
seconds). In their subsequent work, SRTF (Shell Radiance
Texture Functions) [SCT∗ 05], the visualization achieves interactive frame rates. However, it is not possible to reproduce
detailed silhouettes since SRTF is rendered without ray tracing. Indeed, these techniques are a hybrid approach between
ray casting and shading functions (described in Subsection
2.4).
2.3. Polygonal mesostructure
Zhou et al. [ZHW∗ 06] have developed interactive good results by rasterizing polygonal mesh mesostructure. They
carefuly stitch together geometry elements finding corresponding elements in adjacent mesostructures patches. They
succesfully align elements through local deformation although presenting some distortion on regions with very high
curvature.
In contrast to Zhou et al. work, Shell Maps [PBFJ05] do
not render the final geometry. They create prisms arround the
surface (similar to some previously mentioned techniques)
and map them on their counterpart prisms in texture space.
They create a general procedure to ray cast mesostructures
in texture space. Although the possibility to apply their procedure for different mesostructure representations, in their
examples they use polygonal and procedural ones, rendered
in non-interactive rates.
2.4. Representations of the Shading Function
Shading models are a very complex and important subject
in visualization domain. Its complexity comes from the fact
that these models try to represent and simulate the lighting
phenomena happening in microscale level to obtain results in
macro and mesoscale levels. Generally, in interactive applications, the shading model in use is the diffuse/specular one,
which is only an approximation of real lighting effects. For
more accurate shading, a bidirectional reflection distribution
function (BRDF) is more appropriate to categorize how light
is reflected from a point on the surface.

BRDF = f (θin , φin , θout , φout )
c The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing 2008.

(1)

So, based on the BRDF model, to compute the outgoing
light Lo in a given direction ~ωo we need to integrate the incoming light in all directions:
Z

Lo (~ωo ) =

BRDF(~ωi ,~ωo )Li (~ωi )cos(θi )d~ωi

(2)

Ω

where Ω represents the hemisphere vectorial space since the
light beams coming from the back are not considered. ~ω describes the spherical coordinate angles (θ, φ) of a given direction vector.
This subsection covers the methods based on BRDF principles. Most of them use a set of images as the input information about the mesostructure shading function. This image
collection is the result of capturing real pictures of the desired materials from different points of view, uniformly distributed in a hemisphere. In some methods [LYS01, VT04]
this is done synthetically.
Dana et al. [DvGNK99] introduced BTF (bidirectional
texture function) in an experimental work based on the
BRDF principles. They captured a set of images, using different material samples and varying the light and viewing
directions. The images are stored in a publicly available
database. So, the BTF is a 6D function, which has the same
4 BRDF variables (Equation 1) plus 2 for position on the
image:

BT F = f (θin , φin , θout , φout , u, v)

(3)

Some methods have extended the BTF approach. Liu et
al. [LYS01] address two related problems: the synthesization of a continuous BTF and the specification of new synthesized BTF’s without the captured images. In [TZL∗ 02],
Tong et al. succeeded in rendering arbitrary surfaces with
BRDF material although in low speed (about 1 frame per
second).
Applying BTF on surfaces for real-time rendering is not
easy; the lookup value at (u, v) is a hard task since BTF
original information consists of a large amount of images.
Polynomial Texture Maps [MGW01] is a BTF simplification
since it removes the viewing direction from the equation, reducing the number of images taken for each surface.

PT M r,g,b (θin , φin , u, v)

(4)

Instead of recording and accessing all the pictures, which
would still be very costly, they do a convenient approximation to store per-texel information: split chromaticity pertexel luminance approximated as a biquadratic expression.
TensorTexture [VT04] technique uses synthetic
mesostructure. It also differs from BTF in storing information. It applies a dimensionality reduction after a
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multilinear analysis of the image data tensors. However,
this approach had proved to be too slow for interactive
rendering. The CPU implementation has an average time of
1.6 seconds per image.

algorithm for mesostructure rendering. It is the best option
in number of visual effects that do not contain significant
negative points (those in red boxes).

2.5. Comparing mesostructure techniques

3. Related Work on Multiple Height Maps

Effects

Characteristics

Detailed Lighting
Detailed Silhouette
Self-occlusion
Self-shadow
Interreflection
Extra Memory
Extra Polygons
Factor
Preprocessing
Rendering Speed

Technique [Reference]

Color
Texture Mapping [Cat74]
Normal
Bump Mapping [Bli78]
X
Height Map
Displacement Map [Coo84] X X X
VDM [WWT∗ 03]
X XXX
Ray-casting [POC05]
X XXX
Prism Ray-casting [HEGD04] X X X
Volumetric Mesostructure
Semi-Transparent [LDS02]
X XX
GDM [WTL∗ 04]
X XXX
Shell Texture F. [CTW∗ 04]
X XXXX
Polygonal mesh
Shell Maps [PBFJ05]
X XXX
Mesh Quilting [ZHW∗ 06]
X XX
Shading Function
BTF [DvGNK99]
X XXX
PTM [MGW01]
X
XX
TensorTexture [VT04]
X XXX

3

1

↑↑

3

1

↑

1
212
1
1

103
—
1 X ↑
1
—
4
—

27 3
—
214 4 X —
10 NA X ↓↓
NA 4 X ↓↓
NA 103 X ↓
29 1 X ↓
5 1 X ↑
211 1 X ↓↓

Table 1: Comparison between different interactive
mesostructure visualization. Negative points are marked
with a red background.
We summarize the visual effects and characteristics of
some of the main mesostructure visualization techniques in
Table 1. Some of the presented numbers are approximations,
but they are meaningful to compare different techniques. For
example, in Extra Memory, we have evaluated how much
per-texel information is needed to represent the mesostructure (computing the uncompressed data). Preprocessing
marks those that present expressive pre-computations. In
Rendering Speed column, up arrows mean fast rendering
while down arrows mean slow rendering (no arrows are used
for average speed).
Based on Table 1 we decide to use height-map ray-casting

The use of multiple height maps for representation of a complex model is an interesting idea due to the compactness. For
rendering, the use of GPU height-map primitives is promising. The drastic reduction of vertices in the scene (the usual
bottleneck for complex object visualization) may result in
better performance. On the other hand, the GPU heightmap primitives visualization converges the effort in the pixel
shader. For this reason they have a natural LOD behavior. In
this section, we describe some work previously done that are
related to this approach.
RTM (Relief Texture Mapping [OBM00]) is the first work
on object visualization based on multiple height maps. RTM
starts by capturing the depth of an object from six orthogonal
points of view. In rendering time, a warping-based technique
is applied on the faces of the bounding box to reconstruct the
original model.
Badoud and Décoret [BD06] use multiple height maps to
represent and render complex objects. They store the height
maps of the six orthogonal points of view using an adapted
perspective frustum, which increases the detail information
about features that are almost perpendicular to the view
point. During rendering, they use a clipped frustum to reduce the number of discarded fragments.
Porquet et al. [PDG05] have developed a technique to render complex surfaces by using a rough geometric approximation on which colors and normals are applied according
to previously captured information, including height maps.
In preprocessing, they capture the maps from several points
of view. In rendering time, the three closest views to the camera projection are used by the fragment shader. Based on the
height maps, the fragment shader reconstructs the equivalent
information of the three points of view to finally find which
one is the nearest sample to the current fragment, defining
the color and the normal to be used. The main disadvantage
of this method is the lack of silhouette details.
The multi-chart geometry images method [SWG∗ 03] is
similar to our geometry textures method, although it does
not use height maps. It extends Geometry images [GGH02]
by splitting a model into multi charts before parameterizing
each one onto a square. It is especially different from our
method during rendering. To render the geometry images, it
is necessary to reconstruct many triangles from the images,
overcharging the vertex pipeline, which is exactly what we
want to avoid. Since geometry image patches are defined on
the surface itself rather than height maps, they cannot apply
any optimization at the GPU fragment shader.
c The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing 2008.
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4. Geometry Texture Rendering
4.1. Height-map GPU ray casting
A height map (a.k.a. height field, relief map or depth texture) is a 2D regular table where a height is specified for each
entry. One way of representing a height map is a grayscale
image with brightness representing height (see Figure 1(c)).
Terrains are an example of a surface well suited to be represented by height maps.
A height map can be represented by the function:
hm(x, y) : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1].
We can define a Boolean function z(P), for (P.x, P.y, P.z) ∈
[0, 1]3 , as:
z(P) ⇐ ( P.z ≤ hm(P.x, P.y) ) ? true : false,
In our implementation, we use the faces of a parallelepiped to generate the fragments that will ray cast the
height map. The coordinates of its vertices are between 0
and 1 (as in a canonical cube), defining the local coordinate
space. The height map data is passed to the GPU through
a grayscale texture. The x and y axes of the parallelepiped
are exactly coincident with the u and v coordinates of the
texture, while z coincides with the height direction.
In GPU, the vertex shader sends to the fragment shader
the viewing direction already in local space. This way, each
fragment knows the path of the ray inside the canonical cube,
and can easily compute its exit point. The fragment-shader’s
main task is to answer the two ray-casting questions: is there
an intersection between the ray and the height map? Where
is the closest hit point?
As explained in [POC05], one strategy is to uniformly
sample this ray path in N points Pi and use function z(P) to
find the ray-surface intersection. This could be implemented
by a conditional loop varying Pi , from the entering to the
exit point, and stopping when z(Pi ) is false. In each step Pi
is translated by ∆, which is the ray path divided by N.
When a ray does not intersect any height sample, the fragment should be discarded without any contribution to the
frame buffer or to the z-buffer. For fragments not discarded,
the actual color can be retrieved from a color texture, and the
normal can be either computed directly from the height map
or given as a third texture to be used for shading. The coordinates used in the texture lookup are (P.x, P.y) right after
the iterations. Finally, the depth is computed to register the
correct z-value for the z-buffer.
Two-step searching. Even if ∆ is short enough not to miss
a sample, the point where the ray touches the object is not
exactly computed. As proposed in [POC05], we use a second
searching step between points Pi−1 and Pi . This second step
is a binary search that divides the searching domain by two
c The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing 2008.

in each step. Therefore, with M steps in the binary search we
multiply the precision by a 2M factor. Notice that this second
searching procedure is done in the same fragment code, it is
not a multi-pass algorithm.
We propose the following improvements for the heightmap GPU visualization:
Non-rectangular height map domain. A height sample
with value equal to 0 can be considered either as the surface
base or as a representation of empty space. We have chosen
the last case, since representing empty space is essential for
geometry textures. Figure 4(d) has an example.
Balancing between steps. Binary search is much more efficient than linear search. However, it cannot be exclusively
executed because, along the ray path, there could be several
intersections. In other words, the z(P) function may change
different times along the parametric ray for each fragment.
On the other hand, when the ray is totally perpendicular to
the height map (in a perfect top view), z(P) will change sign
at most once. In this case, the binary search can perfectly and
efficiently compute the intersection without the previous linear search. Based on this observation, we have implemented
a balance between the linear and the binary steps according
to the viewing slant. When in a vertical view, we reduce the
linear search iterations while increasing the binary search
iterations (N↓, M↑). For an almost horizontal viewing direction we do the opposite, prioritizing the linear search (N↑,
M↓). This way, we achieve up to two times faster rendering
for some cases (see Figure 2) than without balancing.
Some other methods were proposed to accelerate GPU ray
casting of height maps [Don05, PO07]. However, they need
extra information about distance functions.

4.2. Geometry Textures
The problem approached in our work is different from standard mesostructure rendering. We are interested in reconstructing the details of an entire object, which is a nonrepetitive pattern, since it changes over the model domain.
In our case, the input is a set of height maps converted from
the original model to represent the complete geometrical information.
Geometry texture is a geometric representation for surfaces. Its domain is a parallel hexahedron and in its interior
a height-map represents the surface (see Figure 3). The domain is not restricted to a perfect rectangle, so empty samples are expected in each geometry texture. The construction of geometry texture patches from a complex model has
no global folding restriction and the patches are well fitted
around the surface contour. In rendering time, geometry textures use our ray-casting algorithm implemented in a fragment shader. As a result, the geometry is correctly reconstructed and rendered.
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their boundary, resulting in some overlapping between
them. Right after partitioning we add an extra triangle
ring around each chart (see Figure 4b). As explained in
[dTWL07], the overlap area is necessary to avoid cracks,
while in rendering time, z-buffer information is correctly
generated to achieve a seamless reconstruction.
Bounding-box determination includes finding a good orthonormal coordinate system and domain for each one of the
charts. Direction ~z is taken as the median normal of all triangles in one chart, with this we minimize the occurence
of self-folding partitions. Then, ~x and ~y must be chosen
based on the minimization of empty spaces in the domain.
We have used the 2D-PCA (Principal Component Analysis)
algorithm to determine directions ~x and ~y projected on the
plane defined by ~z. Finally, we project the coordinates of
all triangles to obtain the exact domain in each direction.
(~x,~y,~z) forms the local coordinate system of the chart.

Figure 2: Comparing not-balanced and balanced searches
(right column). With balanced search, we obtain better performance (85 fps × 66 fps on a GeForce 6800) when seen
from above and better quality when seen in a profile view.

Figure 3: Geometry texture sample. A height map defined
inside a hexahedron’s domain.

5. Conversion
The input for our conversion procedure is a polygon mesh
and the output is a set of geometry textures. There are three
main steps when converting triangle meshes into geometry
textures (see Figure 4(a)): mesh partitioning, bounding-box
determination and maps extraction.

In the map extraction phase, there are three maps we want
to obtain: height, color and normal maps. We have developed a GPU solution to extract the three maps from one
chart. Based on the local coordinate system of each chart,
we render its triangles in an orthogonal view projection perpendicularly to direction ~z, filling out the viewport with a
user-defined resolution (for example, 256 × 256). We repeat
the procedure three times capturing the image buffer:
• To obtain the color map we render the colors without illumination.
• To generate the normal map we assign (x, y, z) global coordinates of normal ~ni of each vertex vi to (r, g, b). During
rasterization, within each triangle, the normals are interpolated and then normalized again.
• To obtain the height map we start by finding in CPU the
maximum and minimum coordinates (hmax and hmin ) in
direction ~z. We assign a value hi ∈ [0, 1], computed as
i .z−hmin
hi = hvmax
−hmin , to each vertex vi . This value is interpolated
inside the triangles and outputted as luminance.
Note that for space-reduction purposes, the image buffer
is captured and stored using 8-bit precision.

Among the three conversion steps, mesh partitioning is
the most difficult and critical for the success of the algorithm. Some conditions are expected when partitioning the
input model mesh into charts:

The rendering algorithm loads the maps as textures. However, before that, we apply a texel-dilation procedure to prevent sampling problems when using mip-mapping. These
problems may occur when the graphics hardware access border information for non-rectangular domain, using a null
value (from out of the domain) to interpolate the returning
value. Our dilation algorithm fills empty texels around the
map domain with interpolated values. The procedure is done
for normal and color maps. See Figure 4.

• The chart must not contain a folding situation in its~z.
• The chart domain should be as square as possible to reduce empty spaces.
• For visualization purposes, neighboring charts must share

In the following subsections we discuss two different
strategies we have implemented for mesh partitioning: PGP
(Periodical Global Parameterization [RLL∗ 06]) and VSA
(Variational Shape Approximation [CSAD04]).
c The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing 2008.
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···
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Figure 4: (a) Complete procedure for converting polygon meshes into a set of geometry textures. (b) Mesh partitioning.
(c) Bounding-box determination. (d) Height-map extraction (e) Height and normal maps of a patch. (f) Map dilation (twopixel dilation).

5.1. Partitioning with PGP

5.3. Comparing PGP and VSA

Periodic Global Parameterization is a globally smooth parameterization method for surfaces. PGP can be applied to
meshes with arbitrary topology, which is a restriction in
other parameterization methods [RLL∗ 06]. Moreover, we
can extract a quadrilateral chart layout from this parameterization, which is based on two orthogonal piecewise linear
vector fields defined over the input mesh. This orthogonality
is especially interesting to guide our partitioning procedure
in order to reduce empty spaces in the domain. These vector fields are obtained by computing the principal curvature
directions, resulting in a parameterization that follows the
natural shape of the surface (left picture on Figure 5).

In our tests we have partitioned with both PGP and VSA two
different models: bunny and buffle (Figure 5).

PGP avoids excessive empty spaces. However, often
charts obtained with PGP partitioning present some folding problems. For this reason we have decided to investigate
VSA as an alternative partitioning method.

5.2. Partitioning with VSA
Variational Shape Approximation is a clustering algorithm
for polygonal meshes that can be used for geometry simplification [CSAD04]. Our partitioning algorithm based on
VSA uses each cluster as an initial chart, which is further
increased to overlap neighboring domains (see Figure 4).
The main advantage of using VSA compared to PGP is
that it reduces the number of folding cases. VSA uses L1,2
metric, which is based on the L2 measure of the normal field.
This means that it takes into account the normal direction
of the vertices to cluster them. A folding situation occurs
only if vertices in a chart have a sharp difference in their
normal direction (over 90 degrees). With VSA, each chart
only contains vertices with similar normal directions.
In the next section we describe some experiments to compare the PGP and the VSA methods.
c The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing 2008.

Our first test compares how good PGP and VSA are at
avoiding empty spaces. We have counted for each chart the
number of used and empty texels. This was done in the
four test cases (PGP bunny, VSA bunny, PGP buffle and
VSA buffle). For simplicity, the charts were extracted without overlapping and the maps without dilation. The maximum map size was 128 × 128. A map could be smaller than
that (adapted to the chart size), as long as each dimension
remained a power of two (respecting OpenGL’s restriction).
Table 2 shows the results, indicating that PGP is better at
avoiding empty spaces.
Model
Bunny
Bunny
Buffle
Buffle

Method
PGP
VSA
PGP
VSA

Total texels
1008128
461312
2498048
979456

Empty texels
240357
179194
563652
453069

%
23.84%
38.84%
22.56%
46.25%

Table 2: Considering empty spaces, PGP is better than VSA.
In our second test we have counted how many charts have
folding problems, again in the four test scenarios. A way to
check if a chart has a folding situation is to verify if there
is any inverted triangle when rasterizing all triangles in local direction ~z. Given that the triangles in the mesh respect
a counterclockwise rotation, if at least one of them is rasterized clockwise then the mesh folds itself in direction ~z.
Figure 5 shows a partitioned buffle model with inverted triangles marked in green. In Table 3 we present the number
of folding charts and the total number of inverted triangles
found. Clearly, VSA is more appropriate to avoid folding
problems.
In conclusion, both methods have their own advantages.
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Figure 5: Buffle partitioning with PGP and with VSA. Triangles with folding problem have their vertices marked in green.

Bunny
Bunny
Buffle
Buffle

Method
PGP
VSA
PGP
VSA

Initial
triangles
69,451
69,451
117,468
117,468

Initial
charts
224
222
403
397

Inverted
triangles
817
3
2819
34

Folding
charts
45
3
62
6

Table 3: VSA significantly reduces the number of folding
charts (identified by inverted triangles).

While PGP is better for reducing empty spaces, VSA is
much more efficient in avoiding self-folding charts. We consider that the folding problem is the most important issue.
Self-folding charts cannot be represented by our geometry
texture, which is a strong restriction. On the other hand,
empty-space reduction is merely an optimization.
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Mesh CVA

1024x768
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150
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0
0
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Ray-casting area in number of pixels

Figure 7: We have compared three different geometry texture
resolutions (1282 , 2562 , 5122 ) and the original mesh rendered with VBO (Vertex Buffer Object) and CVA (Compiled
Vertex Array) of the dragon model. Frame rates registered
on a GeForce 8800.

6.1. Rendering of solid models

Based on these facts, we have chosen VSA as our partitioning method. The results presented in the next section
have been achieved using VSA.

We have used the dragon model with 871,414 triangles for
tests (see Figure 6). We have generated three sets of 453 geometry textures, varying their maximum resolution (1282 ,
2562 and 5122 ). The tests were done with a GeForce 8800
GTX graphics card.

6. Applications

Since geometry textures have their performance bottlenecked per pixel, we have varied the zoom level in our tests.
We have plotted the results in Figure 7.

Once we have obtained a set of geometry textures, we can
render them using the height-map ray-casting algorithm on
GPU. In the following sections we discuss some applications
using geometry textures visualization.

To compare performance between geometry textures and
common triangle-mesh visualization, we have measured the
rendering speed of the original dragon model in two special
c The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing 2008.
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Figure 6: The dragon model partitioned into 453 geometry textures and rendered with maximum resolution 256 × 256 for each
patch.

situations: with Compiled Vertex Array (CVA) and with Vertex Buffer Object (VBO). Both methods are advanced features in OpenGL and without them the speed would be less
than 1 FPS for such model size. For the dragon model with
871K triangles, we have obtained 27 FPS with CVA and 135
FPS with VBO (plotted as dashed lines in Figure 7).
The horizontal axis in Figure 7 represents the number of
pixels of the dragon’s ray-casting area, which is formed
by the rasterization of the geometry-textures boundingbox faces (without recounting overlapping fragments). The
higher the number of pixels, the larger the model is on the
screen. For a practical idea, we have highlighted some window sizes (640 × 480, 800 × 600, 1024 × 768, 1280 × 1024)
which the model would fit.
The ray-casting algorithm is the same independently of
resolution. However, we have verified that the lowest maximum resolution (1282 ) was the fastest one. This is a result
of less graphics card memory in use (4.21MB), optimizing
caching and fetching. As we will see, for quality purposes,
2562 would be a good choice for maximum resolution for
the dragon’s 453 geometry textures used in test. Its performance is better than the original mesh rendered with VBO
for resolutions smaller than 800 × 600.
6.2. Horizons visualization
Horizons are geological surfaces representing interfaces between two contiguous sediment layers. In general, horizons
are extracted from volumetric seismic data [OK04]. For each
seismic trace (a vertical column in the volume), at most one
sample belongs to the same horizon. Thus, height maps are
a natural choice to represent this surfaces, given that there
is a unique representation on vertical. In oil industry, a set
of horizons for one geographical region is very important to
determine possible bottom and top limits of a reservoir.
Figure 8 shows an example of horizons set that are repc The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing 2008.

Figure 8: Set of horizons on the same geographical region.
Each horizon is showing a different property mapped into a
color scale.

resented by height-maps. To visualize them we use our geometry texture technique. As a result, we obtain high performance when this set is far from the camera. Figure 9 presents
rendering speed in three different situations: in top, profile
and oblique views.
Originally, these horizons are height maps with 1588 ×
1188 resolution, they could be reconstructed with about 16
million triangles. As already mentioned, the use of geometry textures brings a LOD behavior that can be once more
observed on horizons-rendering speed (see Figure 9). Horizontal (or profile) view is not so efficient as top view because
of the linear-binary balance (see Section 4.1). Note that the
speed values are clearly slower than in dragon example because different graphics cards were used for tests.
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Figure 9: Rendering speed of the scene in Figure 8 varying
screen resolution in three different point of views: viewing
from the top, in profile and obliquely. NVidia GeForce 7900
GTX.
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6.3. Smooth surfaces
Once we have a new geometry representation based on images (height maps), image operations can be applied on these
maps to transform geometry . For example, one could use a
low-band filter to smooth the geometry (or a high-band filter
to highlight small geometric features).
We have experimented a Gaussian blur on both height and
normal maps to smooth the surface. The result is a surface
without most of its high frequency details as shown in Figure
10. However, it is clear that it is not possible to deliberately
apply the smooth operation because each geometry-texture
patch does not have complete information about the neighbors. As a consequence, some undesirable features start to
appear on regions with strong curvature. This is not the only
issue. When applying Gaussian filter with significant radius,
as in Figure 10(d), each patch becomes more flat and it is
possible to see the seams.
7. Conclusion and Future Work
We have proposed a new representation for highlytessellated models using a set of geometry textures, which
are rendered using a GPU implementation of height-map ray
casting. Our results have shown that this new representation
is suitable for natural models (i.e. non-CAD models). The
final rendered images have similar quality compared to traditional polygonal rasterization methods.
The following items are some of the positive aspects of
our technique:
• The rendering speed naturally follows a LOD behavior.
This means that when the model is small on the screen
(i.e., far from the camera), rendering is faster. This is a result of relieving the vertex-stage burden, transferring computation bottleneck to pixel stage.
• Depending on the chosen resolution, our representation requires less memory than polygonal representa-

(d)

Figure 10: Smoothing Buffle model. (a) Original (b) 2-texels
Gaussian blur (c) 4-texels Gaussian blur (d) 8-texels Gaussian blur.

tion, without losing significant geometry information. See
[dTWL07] for more details.
• Our technique is compatible with polygon rasterization,
thus geometry-texture objects can be inserted in any virtual scene composed by polygonal objects.
• It is possible to apply image operations to transform
model geometry.
Our potential drawbacks are:
• Recent graphics cards that implement VBO extension
have very high performance for polygonal rendering. As
a consequence, when compared to VBO performance, our
technique is faster only if the model is not so big on
the screen. However, if the scene contains multiple models, polygonal rendering would proportionally lose performance, while our solution would keep a stable frame rate.
• Another adverse point is the sophisticated conversion algorithm. Our procedure is composed by multiple passes,
including the partitioning step, which is considerably
elaborate. This may be improved by using multilayer
height maps as shown in [SdTG08].
We suggest the following ideas for future work:
Self shadows
Self shadows for height-map ray casting is a straightforward
algorithm. However, in the case of geometry textures, multiple maps are in use simultaneously and they do not have
information about neighbor maps. Alternatively, it is always
possible to use shadow mapping [Wil78] to produce shadc The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing 2008.
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ows since geometry textures keep z-buffer up to date. However, shadow mapping suffers from aliasing problems and
needs sophisticated algorithms to overcome this problem
(see [BC07] for a survey about this subject). For this reason,
ray cast for shadows, including neighboring information, is
a valuable topic for future research.
Other image operations
We have implemented a simple blur operation to smooth surfaces represented by geometry textures (Section 6.3). It is
possible to use other operations that may result in different
geometry modifications. For example, a high-band filter can
be used to highlight small geometric features. Other possible
applications are operations to insert geometric patterns and
simulations of cellular network [GF06].
Combined use of explicit and implicit surfaces for GPU
ray casting
This work implements a GPU ray casting for height maps
that uses the faces of a bounding-box to trigger the algorithm. This idea has also been explored for implicit surfaces
rendering [TL04,dTLP07,LB06]. We suggest, as a future research, the combination of implicit and explicit algorithms.
For example, it is possible to produce some holes in natural models by subtracting some implicit spheres from the
geometry texture set. Another example could be rendering
implicit surface objects (e.g., a torus) applying height-map
mesostructure information.
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